Classless Frida ys are a thing
Students who have

been looking forward

cone, titaation was compounded becouse Gist Hall i

to

, beginning
in the fall of 1975

scheduling their spring quarter classes so they can
have three-day weekends can forget it.
Anall new
system, designed to eliminate
class-free Fridays and, therefore, provide better
utilization of existing classroom space, will be implemented spring quarter.
The new system will schedule five-unit classes on
MWF in 80-minute periods or MTWTHF in 50-minute
periods. Four-unit classes will be scheduled on TTH

the

and lasting until the end of the school year. This will
result in a-loss of over 200 seats.

in

100-minute periods or MWF in 70-minute periods.
Three-unit classes will be scheduled on TTH in 75minute periods on MWF in 50-minute periods. Two-.
unit classes will be scheduled on TTH in 50-minute

periods.

Richard Ridenhour, dean of academic planning and

affairs, devised the new
system
=
In an interview last week, he said, “I guess I’m as
much responsible for this proposal as anyone.’’
Ridenhour said a need for proper utilization of
existing classroom space was the basis for the change.

“Presently, we are only using about 4,700
classroom-seating spaces out of a possible 6,000.”
He said the circumstances
which acted as the

|:

catalyst for the new system was the inability of HSU to

get approval from the chancellor’s office to obtain
new lecture facilities.

The reason for that refusal, according to Ridenhour,

.

was based on the fact that HSU could not justify more
lecture space when it was not using all its existing

space.

75 per cent of grades
given at HSU: A’s, B's
spring

by Paul Herron

Of the 18 other schools within
the California State University
and College System,
16 give

fewer A’s and B’s than HSU, according to a report released last
January.

'

The report, compiled by the Office of Institutional Research for
the system, shows that 74.8 per
cent of the grades given at HSU
spring quarter 1973 were either
A’s or B’s.
Only two state universities,
Sonoma and Chico, gave more

A’s and B’s in undergraduate
courses. A’s and-B’s accounted
for 82.2 per cent of the grades
given at Sonoma and 75.2 per cent
of the grades given at Chico.
At Pomona, with the lowest
grade percentage in the system,
A’s and B’s were 64.5 per cent of
grades given.
The system-wide average was
69.1 per cent.

The

report

also stated

that,

throughout the system:

-Academic grades vary substantially by discipline, major
and department.
--There is variance in academic
grades from

term-to-term,

with

averages

tending

Humboldt State University

‘The

to be

Lumberjack

higher than fall.
~There is variance by level of

student and level of instruction.
The higher the level, the higher
the average.
-In general, the larger the per-

centage
of credit-no-credit
grades, the higher the grade

Arcete, California 95521
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averages have been.

-With some exceptions by pro-

Local drug prices vary widely |

gram and class level, women
earn higher grades and GPA’s
than men.

Although specific and solid
comparisons are not available,
across the state and nation:

by Keith Till & Mike Goldsby

Jack and Jill went up a hill to fetch a pail of

average grades are up, cumula-

water.

tive GPA’s are up, use of credit-

Jack fell down and broke his crown—a gold
crown over his left molar that cost him $300.

no credit is up and, ‘interestconcern-change in approaches to
grading-assessment-achievement is up and increasing.”’
The report notes not all cam-

puses within the system
the same grading policy.
half of the campuses

follow
About

endorse a

comparative system, using the C
grade as a standard of average
performance, with other grades

The next day, Jack went into Arcata to see his

dentist. The dentist completed the first stage of
the crown replacement,
then wrote a
prescription for empirin
aspirin) with codeine.

compound

(roughly,

Jack is a bit short of money, but the pain is
severe enough for him to want the highest
quality drug available.
He

decides

to

shop

around

for

the

store

in-

charging the lowest prices.
A consumer’s guide to various drug stores in
Eureka and Arcata, listing the prices charged by

cluding HSU, use a grading
(Continued on page 13)

the different stores for seven different drugs, is
being circulated at HSU.

ranging above or below.
The rest of the campuses,

ACCORDING TO THE consumer’s guide, Jack
might pay as much as $6.95 if he buys the empiring and codeine at Modern Pharmacy in
Arcata. However, if he buys the drugs at Value
Giant a few blocks away, he may pay as little as
$3.28 for empirin with codeine.
But the decision may not be as simple as that.
Maybe one store doesn’t stock drugs that are of
the same quality as the generic equivalent sold
in other stores. A pharmacist in one store may
prefer stocking brands that aren’t as reliable as
those sold in another store.
According to Dr. Norman Headley, director of
the health center at HSU, there may very well be
a difference between drugs sold in different

choosing a store from which to buy drugs, the
consumer guide indicates.

In some cases, the large chain member stores
are able to provide the least expensive drug
service because they can profit on other merchandise they sell in the store. Few services may
be provided in the pharmacy department, which
may only exist as a means of getting customers
into the store to see and buy other goods, Head-

ley said.

Whether a drug store has delivery service, if it

accepts Medical, if it has emergency service and
whether it accepts credit cards are among other
aspects an individual must consider before

f

wants to be assured he can get

emergency service or delivery, he would benefit
taking his business to a smaller, more expensive
store that does provide these services.
“I have my home phone number on the door of
the shop, so customers can call me in case of
emergency,’’ Dan McLean, owner of Sunny Brae

Pharmacy

in Arcata said. He serves regular

customers

most

often

and

has,

on

occasion,

refilled prescriptions for customers without their
physician’s knowledge.
“Of course,
I only do that when I know the
customer, and I only give them enough to hold
them over until they can see their doctors and

—

their

prescriptions

renewed,’

McLean

SOME OF THE independent pharmacists in
Arcata and Eureka have been around long
enough
to know many of their customers and
their personal needs. Pharmacistsin the chain
stores tend to be transient and never get to know
customers in any given location, Headley added.

Another consideration when buying drugs. is
choosing a brand.

stores.

“IT’S JUST LIKE the difference between
restaurants. One may or may not have good
food,’”” Headley said, adding that some pharmacists are more conscientious than others.

:

IF A PERSON

The generic name of a drug is the scientific

name under which it is registered with the Food
and Drug Administration. Generic equivalents
are sold under a less publicized name and are
therefore cheaper, according to the consumer’s

guide.
as

While in some cases the generic equivalent is
good as a more expensive bra’ name

(Continued on page 14)
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Students lend hand to business
That's

the wes

open his books for an accounting
major to review
them.
“Too little _—
is usually
the problem,’’ Hofmann
ed. ‘‘Many businesses don’t
ae to interpret their financial

of the

Small Business Institute (SBI),

explained John F.

ta.”’

The team presents
a conclusion
to the client which states its find-

ings and

suggested

solutions.

program,” said Hofmann, explaining that SBI was only introduced last fall. It is part of the
federally
funded Small Business
Association
(SBA), headquartered in San Francisco.
A small business may apply
either directly to SBA or through
the HSU business department.
After a review of the application
by SBA, HSU is senta list of
clients and two or three students
are assigned
each case.

much that couldn’t be taught in
the classroom.

Students
picked for SBI must
be highly qualified. The future

The program is not without
problems. Often the clients are
somewhat casual in their obliga-

The report is then sent to the SBA
file in San Frnacisco.
Hofmann
said the program has
been ‘‘very successful’ and
“three of the five clients were
very satisfied and felt they had
learned a great deal from the stuAside from the 3-unit credit and

a good addition to their transcript, students found there was

success of the program depends

tions.
Hofmann cited one instance where he and the consultants “cooled our heels for an
hour. When the client did show,

on the recommendation
of satisfied clients
to others.

At the

initial

interview,

the

team discusses
the client’s needs
and
as he sees them
and decides the information

needed

for an

he apologized, but was again a
half-hour late the next time.”
He said he thinks this is due to
the ‘‘no-cost” element.

investigation.

Usually, the client is asked to

“It costs the client nothing,”

Fullerton choir to sing at HSU
Spirituals.

A special choral music program is scheduled
at 8:15 p.m.
Jan. 26 in the Music Recital Hall.

The choir has made two tours
of Europe, toured Canada and
performed before several music
instructor’s conventions. It has

The program
will be presented
by the CSU Fullerton
choir and
will include motets, madrigals
and American . folksongs _ and

also performed
Chandler

d

a.

090

up

~

fa OC
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Fe pecepeeeent®

oF sale

stated Hofmann,
“and some of

them treat the results like you
treat anything that’s free. with
some skepticism.”
“One client disregarded the
advice of the team and I understand he is now bankrupt.”
Hofmann
is enthusiastic about
the program despite its problems. One of its biggest advantages is in the area of campuscommunity relations.

prebeasive
of (on steauets,”.
while on the other hand, he said
apprehensive of

that many of the students regard
the merchants
as ‘rip-off
artists.”
He hopes the program will be a
step in breaking down some of
these barriers.

CNPA

to

award

of

the

Los

Lumberjack

The Lumberjack will receive
either first or second place
award in a competition against
weekly newspapers of 4-year

colleges and universities in California.
The yearly competition was
sponsored by the California
Newspaper Publishers Association (CNPA). The winners will
be announced at an awards
luncheon in San Francisco Fri-

day, Feb. 6.

Angeles Music Center.

Linda

Fjeldsted,

Lumberjack

editor,

former
and

flabbergasted,”
in an interview
will put old Humthe map.”
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Scuard Doone tAit’ ebet. prot: Wtibliies. ‘Ominous

7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.

Changes in World Wea
aa
Arica
Open House.
Coffeehouse Concert, Humboldt dartohaires and
Sweet Adelines. Rathskeller. Admission 75 cents.
Thursday

7:3 p.m.

Lecture by Al Weinrub Tt ee tia
a
the Union of Radical Political Economists.
Topic is
‘The Energy Crisis.” Multipurpose Room.
Lecture by Gayle Southworth, Al Weinrub, Lori
Helmbold and David Landis of the Union of Political
Economists. Topic is ‘Contemporary Crisis of
Monopoly Capitalism.” Multipurpose Room.

‘

8:30 p.m.

Arica Open House. Internal School.

‘

Noon

Saturday
10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
6 p.m.

Arica experience. Internal School. Cost $20. Bring
lunch and a cushion.
Film Co-op movie “The Little Princess” with
Shirley Temple. Founders Hall Auditorium. Admission $ .25

7:30 and
9:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
10 a.m. 5 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

IRC film “Walkabout.” Recreation lounge, Jolly
Giant Commons. Admission $1 general; 10 cents
members.
Film Co-op movie “The Little Foxes” with Bette
Davis. Founders Hall Auditorium. Admission $1.
Chamber music program, Music Recital Hall.
Tickets required.
Sunday

Arica experience. Internal School.
CSU Fullerton Concert Choir, Music Recital Hall.
Tickets not required.
IRC film “Walkabout” Jolly Giant Commons.
Admission $1 general, 10 cents members.
Monday

8:15 p.m.
8:20 p.m.

Student recital, Music Recital Hall. Tickets not
required.
Euell Gibbons lecture at College of the Redwoods
Forum. Admission free.
Tuesday

8:30 p.m.
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Lecture by David Brower, president and founder of
Friends
of the Earth. East Gym. Admission 90 cents
for students, $1.50 general.
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Enjoy your dinner with folk singers and belly
- dancers in a tropical garden atmosphere

m

MANORA

SEQUOIA AUTO
SUPPLY CO.

THAI

RESTAURANT

PRESENTS THAI CUISINE 3
A Most Unique Experience
Entertainment Nightlu
Authentic Thai Cuisine Served In

A Beautiful Garden
5:30-9:30 p.m.

T,W.Th

& ow.

Setting

Sathaporn (Sam) Virachatiyanukul

bas 5:30-10:00 p.m. Fri. & Sat.

Starting Feb. 4th.

Eau

Ask

about our

free Instruction Program
ARCATA TRANSIT AUTHORITY

889 9th. St. Arc}
215 4th. St. Eur
822-41)
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442-1786

third& GSts., Eureka 42-5831 «
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Friday
7
Last day to add, drop or withdraw from classes.
Film Co-op movie: “The General” with Buster
Keaton and Marion Mack. Founders Hall
Auditorium. Admission $1.
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Lum-

berjack reporter Debbie Cantwell will be there to accept the
award.
“Shit, I’m
Fjeldsted said
Monday. “This
boldt State on

Noon

8 p.m.

in the Dorothy

Pavilion

Human Evens

2015 Central
Mck, 839-1574

Governor's budget cuts
$1 million Union St. plan
by Larry Parsons
Governor
Brown’s
efforts to keep the
1975-1976 California budget
within what he calls ‘realistic
limits,” may keep the HSU
campus within its present
boundaries, at least until 1976.
The governor’s budget, which
Brown submitted to the state
legislature Jan. 10 for review
and
re-working
before
legislative adoption in July,
contains nearly $500 million in
support funding for~the California State University and
Colleges (CSUC).

HSU’s piece of California’s
largest budget proposal ever is
$16.5 million, a half-million
dollar increase over this year’s
allotment. But $1 million in
capital outlay funds for HSU
land acquisition the CSUC Board
of Trusteés had requested in its
budget proposal to the governor
. are not included in Brown’s
proposal.
THE $1 MILLION was planned
for land purchases on Union
Street, between 14th and 17th
Avenues. Whether or not the
chancellor’s office can buy the

land for HSU this year depends
on what changes the governor
and ‘state legislators can be
convinced to include
in the
finalized
mid-year
budget
during the next few months.
Brown has proposed that no new
major construction or landpurchases be undertaken in the
coming year by any state

agency.
The

governor’s

budget

does ‘

include $134,000 the trustee’s had
requested for HSU’s ‘Marine Lab
extension and conversion of the
Laboratory School.

HSU President Alistair W.
McCrone told the Lumberjack
last week it was a “major sur-

prise’ to him to find the landbuying funds missing from
Brown’s budget plan.
McCrone said, “‘It is crucial
we get the capital outlay funds in

order to provide facilities which
would allow HSU to reach its full
potential.”
McCRONE

SAID

funds

for

land-purchases apparently were
low on

the governor’s

priority

list but that he hoped Brown’s
initial, unnegotiated proposal
“‘would
not
foreclose
the
possibility of buying the land.”
Brown has talked of a general
bond issue which would be put to
the voters as an alternative way
of
funding
CSUC
higher
education capital expenditures.
CSUC Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke said last week he hopes
to discuss Brown’s proposed
building moratorium with the
governor in the next few weeks.

mum
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“Strong exceptional cases can
be presented
for a number of our
requests
to
meet
needs
unrelated to growth,” Dumke
said.
‘“We’ve got to make our case,”

McCrone said, expressing his
hope that the trustees can get
funds for the Union Street
properties approved in the
legislature’s amended budget.
THE WOOING OF legislators,
requests to Brown for secondthought budget inclusions and
the answer to the HSU growth
question,

will

begin

to

take

shape Jan. 28-29 at the trustees’
meeting in Sacramento.
McCrone said that generally
Brown’s budget ‘‘enables HSU to
sustain its present status and
carry on offering its rather
distinctive academic program.
It is not a ‘growth budget’,’”’ he
said.
Brown’s plan would also keep
HSU students with their eyes on
pursuing their education abroad,
in California instead.
Brown included no funding for

CSUC

International Programs in

his budget.

McCrone said, ‘The only thing
cut completely was the international programs. The other

things were just rolled back.”
HE SAID there is a definite
need to negotiate for the rein-

statement of the foreign studies
program and expressed hope for
what

he

termed

‘a

worthy

program
of
considerable
academic importance.”
Another point of contention
certain to arise at January’s
trustee meeting is a marked cut-

back.

in

funding

promotion
in
budget.
The
Board

for

scheduled to speak
next

Tuesday.

David

Brower

a volunteer in the Sierra Club. He was
involved in the establishment of Kings
Canyon National Park, Redwood
National Park and the Point Reyes
National Seashore and is famous as
editor of the Sierra Club book series.

is

in the East Gym

The

founder

and

president of Friends of the Earth, an
international organization devoted to

environmental

research

and

education, Brower began his career as
nia’s higher education system,”

general state budget is that it

‘McCrone said.
This was the first statefinanced budget proposal Mc-

demonstrates

Crone has seen since coming to
HSU from University of the
Pacific (UOP) last summer. He
said the process was different at
UOP in “the private sector
where money is a lot tighter.”
“MY

REACTION

TO

the

first

California’s

continuing comitment to higher
education,’’ McCrone said.
An

indication

that money

is

getting tighter in the public
sector
due
to
declining
enrollments at some of the 19
CSUC campuses
is indicated in a

reduction
positions

Oe

faculty

Brown’
of

Conservationist

ae

Trustees

requested funds for almost 1,200

of the number of
for instructional

faculty in Brown’s plan.
There is a trimming of 70
positions
from this year’s funded
statewide faculty number.
But HSU, based on enrollment
projections that call for an
additional 100 FTE (full time
equivalency) students in 1975-76,
receives money for 4.7 added
instructional
positions
in
Brown’s budget.

Mes
OF

THE

faculty promotions. Brown included monies for only 310 in his
plan.
Dumke said curtailment of

promotion funding was cause for
concern because

which

it ‘‘is an area

represents

an edge

for

assurance of quality teaching.”
McCRONE CONSIDERED the

paring

of promotion

funds

as

“very, very important. We must
recognize and promote merit.

We must support the faculty,”
he said.
“I’m sure the chancellor will
be fighting for the promotions
and.I’ll be right in there,” McCrone said.
9 McCrone
expressed
confidence that negotiations would
restore the promotion monies to
the budget because of ‘“‘Brown’s
deep commitment to higher
education.’’
“It’s just not Brown’s style to
slam door in the face of Califor-
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In Favor of Dogs

Dogs sometimes bite, smell funny, make messes
and look sad when left alone on leashes, but a recent

recommendation

by

Donald

Strahan,

HSU

vice-

president for administrative affairs, is no answer to

the problem.

Strahan asked the Arcata City Council to modify an
ordinance so unattended dogs could be picked up on
campus and taken fo the pound.

He is right when

he says

it ‘will

result

in a

decrease of animals’’ (on campus), but he offers no
alternative action for pet owners.
There !s no cheap dog-sitting agency in the area,
- and ifis cruel to leave animals locked in cars or alone
at home where they might tear things up.

(

The Arcata City Council was correct in tabling the
matter as an in-house issue between students and the
university.
Strahan,
whose
committee
has
no
student
representative, was wrong to bring up the issue with
so little prior publicity and student input.
Unless a practical, inexpensive solution can be

provided, dogs should be allowed to spend the day at
school.

Editor

Longer classes, longer weeks

for further investigation, and relief for such victims. Amnesty
International,
major,
"
e teculty ae
and

department

input went into the development of the new schedule
that Associated Students (AS) President Rich

‘those suspicions lead to bitterness and resentment
’ foward the system.
‘ Toe-bad, because once the emotionalism

ca

by

focal

Kathy Pettersen

English major

Alth
the ou
existencgh
e of de-

tention and tortureof civilian

political prisoners in South Viet-

Children
Editor:

This letter is in response to
Joanne Gable’s
letter in the Dec.
4, 1974 issue, in which she stated

While such discrepancies exist
concerning the number of politi, the problem is
cal
clear: literally tens of thousands
of persons are being held for
possessing political ideologies
differing from those of the government in power. Many of these
persons are imprisoned without
fective classroom space for some departments as
‘
any
trial and are being physically
much as one-fourth, and helping HSU to qualify for
and
mentally abused with the
more facilities.
most brutal, sadistic methods.
Of course, the scheduling system is no great joy. It
Most of the prisoners are inmeans longer (although hopefully not duller) classes
nocent victims of inaccurate
intelligence practices. The maand longer weeks, and it seems to be anoher mess of

Ideally arranged, this type of system can increase
utilization of campus facilities, without necessarily
increasing the total time spent on campus by individual students and teachers.
And this system will mean that campus buildings
will be used more on Fridays, increasing the ef-

red tape that we'll have to get used to.
But in the long run, the system sounds like a
workable way of extending campus utilization. In a
time of deep concern about waste, it is hypocritical to
let campus facilities go unused.
Perhaps the governing powers of the California

State University and Colleges System will eventually
come to the conclusion that the best utilization of
facilities is to use them seven days a week, year
round.
That would really increase facility utilization and
add to the flexibility of scheduling for students and
teachers alike, letting them attend or teach classes

according to their needs.

jority

have

neither

advocated

violence nor supported communism, even though they bear the
label of ‘communist civilian detainees.”’
Arrests are carried out in a
ruthless and indiscriminate manner.
The police training and

funding is partially the result of

U.S. aid; an end product of our
“obligations.”
The Special
Police (plain clothes division of

the National Police), is allegedly
under the control of the CIA.
Despite the government's re-

fusal to acknowledge such conditions, there still exists the need

Imagine yourself
into a

very dramatic part, and out
comes a ‘“‘Waaaaaaahhhhhhhh”’
from the audience. The effect
you have presented is immedi. ately shattered. This has happened to me on several occasions
either
as an actress or a member
of a audience.

I ask anyone who is planning
on attending a theatrical production and wants to

a small

child,

for the

“Please

don’t!”

sake of everyone in the theater.
Kitty Coyle
Theatre Arts

(LALLA

:

Ahh hhh bdh dada ddddddddidaiiddddduuddQdaAaaantnnnidQeE LEE

-110 minutes.
Also, students who do not take two-unit classes
could be rewarded with totally free Tuesdays and

that upon arriving at the door of
Gist Hall auditorium, she was
advised not to bring her 2%2-yearold daughter with her. Having
been in several theater productions, I understand and applaud
the person who turned her daugh-

NZ LILIA

Those who have had five-unit English or sociology
classes know that classes do not always last the full

:

concentration.

on stage...you’re getting

surrounding Friday classes and longer class periods
is out of the way, the new schedule is not as terrible
_ 8s it sounds.

Thursdays.

or-
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AAALAC

‘that the new system was sneaked up on them. And

$s tatf

and

Prisoners

Ramirez heard about it for the first time last week.

This situation tends to raise students’ suspicions

title

worldwide

AAA

.

and

residents by city.

a

ganization dedicated to freeing
non-violent political prisoners
and abolishing torture, provides
means for fulfilling such needs.
For more information regarding Amnesty International, and
how you can help, call 822-8034.

VALLILLLILILLALAAALMAAA

No more three-day weekends! Longer classes! .
Weird hours!
These are the most unappealing characteristics of
the new scheduling system for class hours that will
start next quarter.
In addition to those objections, so little student

Student research ers resent reception
The time for periodic self-eval- dix. D) under Purposes
of the
a

HSU

Various faculty

regarding the
in meeting

members re-

>
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by Tim Martin
Stationary Fireman — Plant Operations
Webster’s wordbook describes “art” as the use of skill and
imagination in the production of things of beauty. For the record,
I'm no art connoisseur by a long ways. In fact, I wouldn
know
’t a
Rembr
from
andt
a Schultz (Cha
butrles
I have to question
), a few
of the various pieces of art I have seen here at HumbolThe
dt.
first

survey.

on the Trinity River.” I was sauntering through
I first saw it in the art gallery. It’s title was very
a mysterious maze of ropes, pulleys, sand and
right condoms! On this strange exhibition were

plastered no less than a half-dozen contraceptive protectors. No

fishing poles, no spinners, not even any salmon. Just condoms. The
more I stared at it, the more I seriously questioned the artist’s
knowledge of salmon fishing. Or could it be that his days on the
Trinity were so much different than mine?
Though I fail to remember the caption on the next piece, I find it
quite hard to forget its composition. On a simple weaving of
wooden slats were dozens of what looked to be the outermost
portions of a female reproductive system, each one identical to the
next. Every individual vagina was fastene
to d
the weaving of wood
and propped
in an upright position. It was very easy to understand
what the artist had on his mind when he created this masterpiece.
Yet anoth
piece er
of art that I disputed was on display
in a
section of the Art
. This work was made of plaster and was
sculptured into the shape of an outlandish looking harp. In fact, the
piece was entitled, “Cock Harp.” The sculpture couldn’t have been

reflections of a
personality.

“Planet of the Apes.”’
Earl Bootier

=.

The Perspectives
Page is
reserved for opinion matter from
anyone

about

anything.

The

Lumberjack regrets that due to
the increased ee
of the
page, it is unable
to publish all of
the material submitted.
Each
week, @ selection of opinions will
be printed. Opimions expressed
are those of the author and not
necessarily for The Lumberjack
of the Journalism
Oepartment.
Written matter may be up to 300

In- all authencity, the only way the creation resembled a harp,
was because there were a number of wires stretched vertically
along it’s entirety. As I stood there attempting to figure out exactly
how much skill and imagination was involved in it’s making, a girl
standing beside started to giggle and two male students over in a

words (30 typed lines), typed and
double-spaced.
Deadline
is
Friday before publication.
All
opinions must be signed and include
year
and
maior
for
Students, department and title for
aculty and staff or city for local

one-ofknows
more I
the art

-esidents.

building, I don’t think I want to learn anything about it.

|

paranoid

researchers should resign academic pursuits and audition. for

pearance. The upright portion of the harp was actual
a ly
fivefoot model of a phallus. The section of the harp coming off the
bottom of this monstrosity was made to resemble the long neck
and head of a rooster. And from the wide-spreading mouth of this
rooster emerged an arm and hand, which had a death-like grip on
the erect phallus. And to put the topping on the entire thing, the
penis was made to appear it had just completed the act of orgasm.

ee

very

overiength
ii used.

ee

Libelous,

tasteless

or

material

may

be

ee

not

impact

FTE.

or full-time.

tests which would take two years.

Even if the 85 acres we hope to

get to the east
McDowell

of HSU, the
, were com-

pletely flat, which it obviously is

women students were informed that pants were not tobe worn on
campus; men wore crew-cuts, chinos and white shirts, every
student had hada mail box in either Founder's Hall or Nelson Hall.
Awards were big that year also—Playboy of the Year and Best-.
Dressed Woman drew a lot of response as did the various
sweethearts: Tau Kappa Epsilon, Delta Sigma Phi Dream Girl,
Homecoming Queen, Freshman Sweetheart and Sempervirens
Sweetheart.
:
Sempervirens, the college yearbook, did homage to King Football with a color cover a
of team members with Coach Phil
Sarboe.
That year the Lumberjacks had won all 10 games, were the
Western Regional champions of the National Assoication of Inter-

collegiate Athletics and played in the Holiday Bowl in St. Petersburg, Fla. for the National Small College championship (they lost,
14-15). In recognition of this feat, the student body presented a new
car to Coach Sarboe.

.

yard to remain at the 14th Street
entrance to campus.

sirable slope of 0-5 per cent for
buildings and
lot con-

to drainage in the area, allowing

sturction would not greatly exceed 130 acres.
We might
compare this with Bakersfield or
Santa Barbara with approximately triple this but with only 20

per cent more required FTE. To
be able to know
definite
we have asked for an environmental impact report.
Unfortunately this study will not be
prepared in time to submit a new
‘master plan.
If we ascertain that we could
accommodate 10,000 FTE, such a
proposal seems to me a direct
threat to the quality of education
at this institution and uncomfortably analogous to an assembly
line. All this talk about using
10,000 for planning purposes only,
that we may never reach such a
figure, and that we will only have
7,500 FTE by 1984, and so on, is
confusing the issue, which is
quality education, and seriously
jeopardizing rational thought.
Major decisions upon the old
(8,000 FTE) master plan and

policy

decisions

made

by

our

committee up to this point
clude the following:
ee

|

'50’s. The school was also a participant in the quiet

decade and still reflected it. Having missed the demonstrative |

~ '60's, when I returned in the winter of 1973 I expected big chariges
and found a mixed bag. The sweethearts are gone, football
scrambles for money, college population hovers near 7,000, ground
‘is broken for an addition to the Library.

_ There are still complaints about
the food in, the dorms and

cafeteria, parking remains a problem, the business departent still -

_ wears ties, the English
and theat
arts departments
er still sport the

casual tweedy look and smoke pipes, the Natural Resources
people have their caulk boots.
Changes are here though. With the 18 year-old vote, students
constitute a larger voting populations than the city of Arcata and
have used this block in elections in the last year. Individuality is
accepted and conformity downplayed or ignored.
Despite cries of apathy, students of the mid-’70’s seem to be
taking charge of their own lives. However fine it looks in
_ retrospect, living “American Graffitti’ was deadly dull.

7-expanding fisheries and, due
the proposed lake to remain at
the south west corner of the
campus.
8—-allowing the proposed administration building to remain
in the Mai Kai area and show
covered walkways.
9~-make any possible accomodations for the handicapped.

10—locating the proposed 1500seat auditorium south of the Education-Psychology Building.
11—using the Baptist Church for
a child care and possibly for an
Indian studies center.
12-making

every

attempt

to

save residential-type houses or to.
relocate those presently on campus that conflict with future
space needs. Some will undoubtedly be relocated in a cluster

college near Union Street if we

are able to purchase the area we
need. Such houses that we elect
to keep will be marked, as is the

Art

Building,

as

temporary.

Some will be deleted since they

are too far gone.

in-

_1 started‘at Humboldt’in the fall of 1900, a product-of the

Eisenhower

There is the possibility of such
construction on the proposed
acres to justify acquisition.
6--allowing the corporation

not, our total acreage with a de-

by Michele Drier

students; football was king; fraternities held rush twice a year;

10,000

of student
the Jolly Giant Canyon area,
dispite inadequate geological

In May, 1960 the House of Un-American Activities Committee
That year also, the new cafeteria opened (now the site of the
held hearings in San Francisco. Students from the University of
Student Union) and people living in the dorms had a couple of
California at Berkeley and other colleges in the area demonstrated
- riots over the food. Students played pinochle and drank coffee in
at the hearings and HUAC made a film purporting to show that the
the cafeteria and the Campus Activities Center on the ground floor
students were Communist-inspired. -This led to demonstrations - of Nelson Hall. The second floor rooms were still used.as dorms.
and debates on other California college campuses.
‘ With the influx of students the campus was growing. New
-At Humboldt State College the film was shown in the springof
buildings included Administration, Language Arts, Psychology
1961, complete with a debate between two politicians, and drew.a
_and Education, Music, the small Art Building, Physical Sciences
capacity audience in the then-new Sequoia Theatre—the extent of - addition, Student Health Center and ground was broken for the
political activity on the campus.
=,
new Library (The existing one was in the Engineering Building.
1960-61 was a big yearon the HSC (as
it was then known) .cam‘next to Founder’s Hall).

the 2,000

to

To these figures we

bumbold galliri —

“pus—then. President Cornelius Siemens welcomed

study

must add a staff of 10 per cent of
FTE, or about 660, and 1,000 parttime. Using

was

Preliminary results of the survey seem to indicate that HSU
should again receive accredidation despite implications that the

more appropriate for it’: unusual title. Picture if you can its ap-

corner snickered loudly as they undoubtedly discussed the
its-kind harp.
Alright, so now the word is out. Everyone at Humboldt
that I don’t understand the first thing about art. But the
think of that odd looking harp setting on it’s pedestal in

assistance

greatly appreciated and unlike
the paranoid crew, they did not
make phone calls or send memos
to the administration or the
testing center describing an invasion or unfounded charges.
What is of paramount interest
to me is that the research teams
consisted of no more than three
persons, therefore, the invasion
.of twenty long-haired apes must
have been an apparition or the

work of art that had me rasping my noggin was one entitled,

“Salmon Fishing
Nelson Hall when
deceptive. It was
condoms. That’s

Their

1—securing a committee resolution not to exceed 10,000 FTE.
2-requiring an
tal

13--multi-level parking is being
considered in some cases in lieu
of two-level parking.

this decision
multi-level
expensive.
comfortable

is weighed by cost,
being much more
As a result, an unportion of the cam-

14~forming a subcommittee to
come up with ideas for an established graphics policy.
15--locating new Science, Art,

- and Industrial
Arts Buildings in
the south east corner of campus.

16-considering the location of

. additi
kiosks ona
and a mainlin-

formation center at the
administration building
trance.

new
en-

aes

e a

aout

adequacy
:

HSU growth should stop

meg

|

sponded in a very curious way
when approached
by survey team
members arranging a convenient
survey time for their classes.
The response manifested itself in
the form of: paranoia to the
survey instrument and (as one
faculty member put it) the
“invasion
of my class by twenty
long-haired apes.” This remark
was evidently precipitated by the
fact that the research team
resembled the majority of students and younger persons in
and hairstyle.
I am pleased to announce that
the majorityof
were
ifcooperative
tive and
helpful and realized the legitimacy and importance of the

Universi ty.
Various classes on campus
were randomlv selected for reSponse ‘to a 60-statement survey which was designed
to elicit

eo

uation for accredidation for HSU
is upon us and a social research
class has been contractas
ed a
research team to survey the
student communThe
ity
purpos
.e
of the survey is to determine
whether or not HSU is serving the
goals of the student as stated in
the Faculty Handbook (appen-
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SLC innovation
Marilyn Taylor
Math genior

by Norman
C. Headley, MD
Director, Student Health Center
Is there any connection between bladder infections and sexual
intercourse?
There certainly is! Nearly all cases of bladder infection
(cystitis) in women begins within 24-48 hours following sex. This is
because any kind of love-making is a pretty juicy event with lots of
fluids being produced (lubrication, saliva, semen) in an area near
| tieuretir (located just south of the clitoris). This urethra is only

enroliment of Third World People exists, it is wise to assume that
the present educational system can no doubt be an authoriative
weapon
used towards “Americanizing”
or assimilation of Third
World youth. This is obvious, based on the fact that there are virtually no
or universitites
in this country which cater to
Third World People and that the token ethnic
ive

curriculum is in constant turmoil and conflicting to the ideas of the

1-144 inches long in women (much longer in males—yeah! ) and it's

easy during sex for rectal and other bacteria to get started up the
tube to the bladder, where they begin to multiply. Two days later
the bladder is inflammed and hurts when it is stretched with urine.
a
urination—sometimes bloody—are
pr
:
Treatment

is usually

easy

with antibiotics,

but chronic

in-

fections develop
which are very difficult to treat if antibiotics are
used only until symptoms
are relieved. If you get cystitis take your
medication faithfully until it is all used up. Don’t stash it until the
next infection!
How to prevent it? The best way is to urinate immediately after
all sex play and any

clean up, such as washing or douching, is

finished. In other words, the last thing is to wash out the urethra
with urine so that any bacteria which may have
forced
to leave.

landed there are

Also, if you get cystitis and get it treated, be sure to return to the
health center for follow-up
in about two weeks to be sure the
condition hasn’t become chronic.
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elitist power structure. These token bits of crumbs which have been
swept towards the direction of Third World are constantly
jeopardized by ClA-style tactics from the reactionary administration which does not warrant the seriousness of the ethnic
perspective curriculum nor advocate its development
into an
autonomous and
ive Third World school.
Naturally, at Humboldt State, the present regime has no interest
in ethnic teaching, even in the tidbits of token courses that have so
arduously and tediously been struggled for by Third World
students. Furthermore, the present administrative clique has
distorted the true meaning of affirmative action to the extent that it
only meets their personal interests. At the present crucial time
when Third World People seek recognition in all departments to
cater to our needs of identification and understanding, the sham
and a of affirmative action has infilitrated our much soughtafter
;
The ornamental administration, not only at this so-called
university, but throughout all so-called colleges and universities,
are threatened by Third World progress and persist that Third
World People should pacify and graduate as ‘respective members
of society,” that is, whitewashed and aspiring to become
bourgeoisie at all costs. Only the muddle-headed become
whitewashed
and aspire to become
at all costs, because
Third World People realize that after getting that piece of paper,
we must totally accept Anglo-American
culture or inevitably face
unemployment and poverty wages, regardless of all the talk about
sham equal
ty, sham
recruitment, sham this
and sham that. Third World People do not want to become merely
’
le statistics”
of white society,
but truly respectable
Third World People who have not turned our backs on our people,
culture, and pride.
Puppet educators further profess that Third World People
merely want to become bureaucrat capitalist exploiters and pursue
trivail equal opportunity as being in television commercials and
other meaningless
and menial tasks. This is a fallacy. We simply
want a multi-cultural, multitingual, liberated democratic nonfeudal and autonomous life-style in which we, as Third World
People, ARE NOT EXPLOITED and DO NOT EXPLOIT others.
Assimilation
education is intellectual bribery. In fact,
Third World People should not be compelled to assimilate, but are a
necessity in educational institutions TO EDUCATE THE WHITE
RACE. It is the prevalent bigotry in education which perpetuates
white ignorance and Third World suffrage.
Because of institutional bogus proposals, one faction of the Third
World Movement
is working outside of the system. Through the use
of massive strength and unity, Third World can independently
educate and offer
the proper
ve
to the white masses
through media, seminars, lectures, etc. Hopefully through our
continued efforts of independent struggle, we can stop culture rape
and eventually attain our goals. Through proper education, we
might once and for all prevent an armed Third World War in this
county.
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At every Student Legislative
Council meeting held on Thursday nights at 7, there is a General
Forum session for 15 minutes.
This is a time which the council
has designated solely for anyone
to address council. Those
of you
who have questions or problems
that you would like to tell us are
invited
to attend. General Forum
is usually held within the first
half hour of the meeting. We are»
here to represent you and need
your input.

An experience

with Arica
by Charles (Kit) Maan

Geology junior
For me it was simply a great
way to spend a weekend. It’s a
treat for your essence, a way to
make real contact with a group of
people and a way to enjoy your
self. Arica is not a thing, it’s a

dynamic group process that relieves tension,

between
. energy

brings

people,
levels.

And

closeness

and

raises

it can be a

real life-changer.
Fifty people shared an Arica
weekend here at the Internal
School in November and generated a lot of high energy. Besides
having a generally good time, we
worked
on ourselves in a blending .
of Eastern and Western ways
that led to greater awarness of
self and others, and nurtured a
fluidity of consciousness and
movement. The response was so
positive that another weekend
will be held this weekend, the 25th
and 26th.
An open introduction to Arica
offering information and a taste

of what happens at the weekend
is happening free tonight in the
Multipurpose Room at 7:30, and

tomorrow at the Internal School
at8:30. Friday evening there will
be a class on Sufi singing and
Dancing also in the Internal
School. All are welcome.

_ Ecology effort

=

needs volunteers

the next
erogeneous

Cold Beer

SLC Representative

by Edwardo Pahilan Foronda

As a supposedly better opportunity for college and university

Artists, writers and interested
persons are needed to volunteer

their time to work on a brochure
about Emerald Creek and one
about Redwood National Park.
The Emerald Creek Committee
is coordinating the effort. Persons wishing to volunteer should

contact Rudolf Becking in NR 214
or call extension 3535.

~
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Thrift shops allow students to browse
by Jeanne Sapunor

“I go to thrift shops to browse.
It’s cheaper than playing pinball.
The only thing I ever bought at
one was a deck of cards.

Well, it

wasn’t a deck...it only had 38
cards in it,” said Ken Kraus,
sophomore fisheries student.
While students do go to thrift
shops for entertainment purposes, others make a sincere
effort to find clothing. Which can
be frustrating sometimes for
people like Larry Parsons, 6-foot4inch journalism senior.
“Everytime I go to a thrift
shop, I think a bunch of midgets
have

just

unloaded

their

clothes,”’ Parsons said.
“Thrift shops? No, I never go
to them. I can’t afford it,’’ said
Karen Rufener, senior sociology
major.

She wasn’t sure how St. Vincent’s compared with other store
prices, but had heard stores up

Saint Vincent de Paul, Arcata—

the workers here are label and
fad -watchers,

as

a

Livingston

Brothers suit will run $7.25. The
clothing seems to run smaller
and shorter than in most stores.
Men’s suits are sized and in fairly
good condition with prices at an
average
of $2.50. In the rearof
the store one can find assorted
shoes, books, dishes, mattresses
and.a few Perry Como albums.

here were cheaper than Bay Area
stores.

“‘A woman came in looking for
a used bra. She was
ours were so cheap (25-50 cents).

She told me that in San Francisco

used bras were about two dollars.
I said, Geemineez! You can buy
a new one for that price at a
five-and-ten.”’
Keeping in mind that thrift
store prices are usually cheaper
than your friendly discount retail
store price and the advice of
Parker to be patient, especially
when looking for a particular
size, a visit to local stores could
be beneficial, interesting and
cheaper than pinball.

Saint Vincent de Paul, Eureka—

perhaps the most orderly store
with the widest selection. There
are three long racks of dowdy

dresses in matronly sizes for an
average price of $1.50. The store
has a good supply of both military
(our side) and waitress uniforms
and even a few fur pieces.

Men’s

Salvation Army, Arcata—a big
name in non-profit thrift shops

jackets and suits are sorted into
and in fair condition.

state of economy, the ladies
working at the thrift shop run by

with medium prices. Women’s
clothing is usually home-sewn
and 10 years old. There is an
ample supply of street-length

the Arcata Presbyterian Church

dresses

Usually,

when

the

economy

gets bad, the thrift shop business
gets better.

But with the present

- business hasn’t picked up at
all.
The women said business has
been the same,

‘‘sometimes not

so good.”
‘‘Business everywhere has
dropped off. You can see it downtown,” said one of the two volunteers,
as she looked out the curtained window towards H Street.
The ladies do most of their
selling after payday.
Students
usually come in looking for
clothes. They said many people
will buy sweaters and dresses to
reuse the material.
‘And I don’t know if you should

mention the nationality, but I’ve
noticed a lot of Portuguese people
come in and buy clothes to send to
relatives in Europe,” said one
woman.
People have told them they
have the lowest prices, but low
prices still can’t guarantee customers.

“I’m anxious to find out how we
do this year.
Things can’t get
- much tighter than they are now,”
said the other volunteer.

David Parker, owner of ‘‘Ritzy
Rags”’ in Arcata, considers himself an advocate of used merchandise. While the clothing in

his store are what he terms ‘“‘lux-

ury items,’’ part of his mornings
are spent at the thrift shops
looking for merchandise he can
sell.

along

with

small,

coats,

sans

and couches.

for

The rest of the floor space is

devoted to children’s clothing,
stuffed animals and jigsaw puzzles. (Who uses them more than

Among the shelves of

dishes, cups and spoons one
might find a hair dryer or waffle
iron for a reasonable price. The
store has a few pieces of furniture.
Salvation Army, Eureka-—if you

are in dire need of a wooden
crutch

or

a

mannequin,

this

branch may have it. Bins full of
coffee filters and faucet heads
take up most of the first-floor
space, sharing the limelight with

appliances (most electrical appliances have been checked) and
a few dingy

couches

and

lawn

chairs.
Clothing is found upstairs. The
thing to watch is the poor
lighting,

which

may

conceal

Upstairs

Some may require

part worth about $20.

medium prices.

once?)

large sizes

a face-lift or two, but for the most

negligees,

buttons,

and

‘there is an entire floor of chairs

jackets and blouses. Formals, in
pastel colors and empire waists,
run from $1.25 to $6. There
is a
fair selection of men’s pants,
shirts and shoes, as well as a few
heavy

medium

a

few rips or stains. Pants have
been cleaned and pressed and
sorted into neat order. Women’s
sweaters, dresses and shoes can
be found in various sizes, although everything looks the same
color in the light.

Dryers,

washers and stoves have all been

okayed and cost from $45 to $80.
—

of

mattresses

to

Thrift Shop, Arcata--located in...

asmall house-the
prices are low, **
but this store requires a lot of
patience as far as finding some-

“When I set a price, I stick with
it. The only way I come down is if

I priced the item and I overlooked
a tear or something else wrong,”
said the clerk at the Arcata store,
who wished to remain anonymous.
“Business hasn’t really changed. It’s the same as it was last
year,”’ she continued.
Students,
she said,

Eureka--while

that they

sometimes

re-

There are a few bargains among

the collection of tin pie plates,
state fair souvenirs (no particular state) and hardware.
. And there was the store across
the street from Horel’s--‘‘SELLING OUT TO THE BARE
WALLS.‘‘

Seems

there

was

a

surplus of life jackets and school
desks. Everything is going for $2
with the exception of the store
parrot, who may go for a higher
price since it not only says, “How

are you?” but also, ‘‘Why won’t
you talk, lady?”

Your prof just
assigned the $24.95
textbook he wrote.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia

this

store is neither exclusively thrift
nor non-profit, it has some good
furniture in the back, past the
antiques. The prices are higher
($40 for a loveseat), but the item
is usually in better condition.

usually

turn the furniture when they’ve
gotten enough use out of it.

Photo by Gail Westrup

Dance sessions to feature slides

Horel’s,

come in to buy cooking utensils,
plates, cups and furniture. She
added

3%... .%

thing specific. There may be a Oversized coats, cracked mirrors and an occasional
ladies’s blouse in the men’s sec- ’ bargain are just some of the joys of thrift shops, as
tion and a dress pattern in the toy Mike Morales discovered at the Arcata Salvation
box. Providing you're willing,
there may be a bargain under all Army store.
the confusion.

Parker said the Presbyterian

thrift shop does indeed have the
lowest prices, while St. Vincent
de Paul has the highest prices as
well as the best furniture.
If one finds a price too high at
St. Vincent’s, most of the time
they will find that trying to lower
the price is a wasted effort.

choose

rom.

Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington
All Olympia empties are recyclable

*OLY’®

A Hungarian folk dance workshop will be held Saturday in the
multipurpose room.
Two sessions, from 10 a.m. to

12:30 p.m. for beginning and
intermediate dancers and from 2
to 5 p.m. for review and advanced
dancers are offered.
Slides of ‘Hungary will be

shown, and a pot luck party will
follow the last session.
*. Admission
is 75 cents per
session and 25 cents for the pot
luck, or $1.25 for all three events.
Csaba Palfi, a Stanford
doctor
of ethnology, will teach the
sessions, sponsored by the International Folk Dancers Club.

It's the real thing.
Coke
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Rock climbing becoming unique sport in Humboldt County
the climbs at Patrick’s Point,”
Pietrelli said.
Mest ef the climbing in this
area falls into the bouldering
classification.
“Bouldering
is a kind of practice. It can go from a simple level
where you don’t even have ropes
up to the point where you have a
rope and a guy on top of the rock
belaying you,” Dave Lester, a

—

is usually considered
any climb

needed or, for some climbs, tennis shoes can be used.
“Most kinds of tennis shoes I

Claudia Clark, a junior biology
major, estimated most of the
local climbs at 20-30 feet in
vertical height. ‘‘We
do most of
our climbing
in Class 5, which is
technical climbing with the use of
a rope,”
she said.

really wouldn’t

According
to Pietrelli, any aid

climbing in this area is pre-nailed

recommend.

Some, like Adidas, work pretty
well though, and for the beginner
are fine,”
Lester said.
should be loose and

Climbing routes are divided
into
two types, free climbing
and

t.

A light-

weight pair of hiking boots is

zig-zagging on the

direct-aid. For direct-aid routes,
it is necessary to drive something
oe
piton or

using less than 120 feet of rope.

with the right clothes.

The length is not vertical height,

way, the beginner doesn’t have to

buy anything until he is sure he
likes climbing,” Pietrelli said.
Clark said the basic things a
beginning
climber needs to start

“Tt is best to use layers, likea tshirt and a warmer shirt over
that.

Then, you'll be warm and

you can take one off if it gets too
hot,” he said.
For those who do get involved
with climbing, it will take about
$200 to get started with equipment. The most important part
of this will be the climbing rope.
“The important thing about a

rope is not how strong it is, but its
elongation points. The rope has
got to stretch
to absorb the shock
if a climber falls,” Pietrelli said.
“If you try to go rockclimbing
with a clothesline or a manilla

rope, the first thing you are going

to do is break
your neck,” Lester
said.

People interested in rockclimb
ing should not just go find a rock
and try it. Coastal areas can be
dangerous because of loose
rocks.
“It is very important that you

climb with someone who knows
what he’s doing,” Clark said.
The rockclimbing special interest group of Cypress Hall will
be

offering

instruction

spring quarter.

in

the

There will pro-

bably be an equipment

siasm of climbers is |

fee and

the instructors will be qualified
climbers.

ting factor.
Lester
this way:
_

“‘Rockclimbing

‘“‘Most of the people teaching
class have gone through either
the Sierra Club or Yosemite

is

sport in that you tv
timately tied together

mountaineering schools,’”’ Lester

team eff¥® but then 3

said.
Rockclimbing

you’re on that rock,
is

becoming

a

two inches away fr
that’s all there is.”’

very popular sport and the enthued

i

haat

Chocks

agg

are

Ecologically
scars

wan,

walaeh
beneficial,

in rocks.

to

put

they

in

rock

woe. no pert

¢
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‘When you're on
that rock, you're
like two inches

away fromitand
o that's all thereis.’

Photos by
Gordon

Worley
siasm of climbers is a contributing factor.
Lester explains
this way:
_

“Rockclimbing

is

a

unique

sport in that you two are intimately tied together and it’s a

team eff¥® but then again, when

you’re on that rock, you’re like
two inches away from it and
that’s all there is.”

‘On belay’...'Belay on’...'Ready to climb’...'Climb ahead’...'Climbing’

it

by Gordon Worley
(Editor's note: Worleyis a Cypress Hall resident
who took the photos on these pages and gave us

this description of his sport.)
Standing at the base of a high cliff, the rock
slanting vertically up and away into the blue sky,
Isit and enjoy the view of a small valley.
“Slack,’’ calls a voice from above.
I let out about four feet of the rope that runs
around my waist and up the mountainside.
Eighty

feet above

me,

my

climbing

partner,

Dale Zgraggen, moves out onto a difficult section
of the rock. Reaching a secure stance on a wide
ledge, he calls out, “Off belay.’’

I release my grip on the rope connecting us and
follow him up. The rope runs from around my
waist up the rock to Dale’s climbing harness.
Along its path, the rope passes through several
points of protection.

Every 15 to 20 feet up the mountainside, there
are artificial chock stones, placed in cracks and
connected to the climbing rope by means of wire
or nylon slings and snaplinks called carabiners.
If Dale were to fall, he would only fall twice the

distance from his last point of protection, plus
the length of rope I would let out to cushion his
fall.
Dale takes up the slack between us and I call
out,
“On belay.”” He replies from above,
“Belay on.”

“Ready to climb.”
“Climb ahead.”
“Climbing.” He is ready to catch me in case I
slip or fall.
I

follow

removing
them

the

route

the chocks

on a sling over

he

has

just

climbed,

he placed and hanging
my

shoulder.

Reaching

Dale’s position, I collect all the hardware

he

didn’t use and hang it on the sling, which is called
a rack.

I take over the lead and continue up the rock,
placing protection as I go. Just below the sum-

mit, I find a stretch of rock lacking any holds or
cracks, except for a small crack about an inch
wide and about 16 inches above shoulder level. I
reach up and jam my left fingers into the crack—

put in
ey wg

rock
cracks.
no permanent

a technique aptly known as finger-jamming—
bel lean back so that the friction of my boot soles
against the rock allows me to ‘‘walk”’ across the
blank section. Igain an easy ledge and climb up

a wide chimney to the summit.
I anchor myself to a tree that has had the |
perserverance to survive in the soil of the:
shallow cracks criss-crossing the rounded top of {./;
the rock. This is a safety measure that would
protect me if Dale were to fall.
Belaying is the process of running the rope
around your body or through a mechanical
device, to create enough friction to allow you to
hold it in case
of a sudden load, such
as a fall.

I belay Dale up. His head appears over the
edge and he climbs until he stands beside me.
* “Belay off.”
“Off

Belay.”

We coil the rope, reorganize our rack and

f

survey the view.

After a light lunch, we sign the register, take a
few photographs and prepare to descend. Since
we are situated on top of a rock with more or less

3

sheer sides, climbing down is neither safe nor
advisable. So we will rappel, a method similar to
a belay, allowing a controlled descent on a rope.
We make use of the lonely tree again and
dangle the rope down the moutainside so the
ends are more or less even.
Dale attaches a descending device, made of
several carabiners, to his climbing harness,

which
passes
and a
This

¥

|

supports both his waist and legs. The rope
through the descender to create friction,
prussik loop is attached.
is a knot which, while slack, will slide

freely on the rope, but grips under a load. It acts

as a self-belay in case of a slip or fall.
Dale disappears over the edge and a short time
later calls out.
“Off rappel.”’ I take one last look around and
follow him.
He is sitting on the ledge from which he
belayed me on the first pitch of the climb, the
rope trailing 12 or 15 feet below him. I disengage

myself from the rope and we pull it down to us.
We attach the rope to a fixed pin, or bolt, which
was left by some previous climber. (The use of
bolts is generally considered bad form, reducing
the

“wilderness

experience,”

but

is

usually

|
|

accepted for use as anchor points in areas of
heavy use.)

A short rapel

and

pull

down

the rope,a

pleasant walk to the car and a long ride home.

Already we are discussing where
weekend.

to go next

Rapeling Is sliding down a rope, to create
‘friction and help control. Cypress resident
Arden Anderson rappies down Wedding Rock.
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End is in sight for IRA fund distribution
by Don Bradner
Distribution
of funds received
by HSU Ea tated ontivny wae,

structionally
nearing

a

.

Milton Dobkin,
vice president
for academic
affairs, said that a

will be used to fund activitiesat forestry conclave, $300; range
the level which they would have
received from the ASB.

from ASB funding to state fund-

of

the academic

The bill bee

support denied

conclave,
$200, and wildlife con- _ ingis proceeding smoothly.
clave, $185.
“We started early and antici-

by Den Bradner

“No activity covered by this | At the president’s request, pated most of the problems,
so we
Support for a ‘‘Petition
for the
bill will receive less this year Dobkin said, the committee
con- are ahead of most of the cam- Release of Americans Incarce-

sidered the question of parity in puses in the system.”
the funding
of men’s and woOther aspects of AB 3116 still
men’s athletics.
As a result,
remain
tobe completed. ASB ofnumber of recommendationsto = The president
has also accept- women’s athletics were
ficers and members
of the Stuthe president, which have been edthecommittee’s recommenda$2,096
in additional funds.
dent ae
office staff are
tion that several activities not
The committee
is considering a making plans for a referendum
an allocation of funded by the ASB should receive number of requests for additional on ASB fees, required by the bill.

said.

Prison petition

than it was budgeted
by the
students,” Dobkin said.
:

money.
— Those activities and amounts
are:

golf, $1,026;

swimming

(men’s), $1,580; forensics, $1,670;

Over $30,000 of the allocation the Osprey, $960; Toyon, $600;

mendations to the president

shortly R

Rich Schiffers, ASB general
manager, said the transition

Reason’s

given

by

council-

members who opposed support of

| The referendum will be held the petition were varied.
sim

on all of the state
university and college campuses
during the week of Feb. 24.

Mack Provart said that he felt
the SLC’s committees should
“concern themselves more with
things affecting the campus.”
Burt Nordstrom and Associated Students (AS) President
Rich Ramirez objected on the
that the conditions alleged in the petition were happening
in Humboldt County, ‘“‘but nobody
is doing anything about it.”
Chairman Richard Rodeman
told Marilyn Taylor, a supporter
of the petition, that she could
provide individual support without official backing.
Ramirez asked ‘for and received council authorization to use
$425 in presidential travel funds
that had been frozen in the origi-

nal 1974-75 budget.

has been appropriated by the Legislature
'
"
assist in the support of instructionally related activities on the
nineteen California State University and College campuses.

to

He indicated that he would use
part of the money to fund some
travel by SLC members.
Ramirez reported to the council about the administration’s request to the Arcata City Council
to change the city ordinance on

dogs. He said that there had been
no consultation with students
prior to Wednesday’s city council
meeting.

At Humboldt

include:

instructionally

State University,

Intercollegiate athletics,

and dance performances, drama and
These
publication, and forensics.
partially funded by student fees.
with other instructional areas,may

related activities presently

student produced radio,

film, music

musical productions, art exhibits,
activities here-to-fore have been Additional activities associated
be added in the future.

Programs such as major campus concerts, lectures, and movies do not come
under the IR umbrella, nor do Y.E.S. programs like legal aid,car pools,
Community Calendar, tutorial, CONTACT, adopt-a-grandparent, juvenile
Children's Center, EOP, the marching
hall recreation, and day camp.
band, and others are not included either.
-

In February you will be asked to vote in an advisory referendum election
to decide whether to maintain student fees at their present level or to
State money has been allocated to fund some programs
cut ASB fees.
The portion of the current fee which is
previously funded by ASB fees.
You can
being spent on instructionally related activities is 41.57%.
advise the University president and the Board of Trustees to maintain
the current fee level at $20 or to cut the fee 10-50%.

IT'S UP TO YOU.......
about

this

issue

Resources

Room

Nelson

204

were

18, and AB 311, which would pro-

vide for primaries to be held in
September instead of June.
In other action, the council:
-Approved intents-to-organize
for

the

Rock

‘n’

Roll

Record

Freaks and the Humboldt State
Society of Individual Psychology.
--Approved the appointment of
John Slater, sophomore political
science major,

vacated by the
Steve Gallant.
--Heard

to the SLC

seat

resignation

a report

from

of

David

transit systems.

to:

Student

Specific bills mentioned

AB 153, a constitutional amendment to lower the drinking age to

Kalb, community affairs committee chairman, on possible
HSU cooperation with proposed

If you want further information or if you feel strongly
and want to know how to make your feelings known,
Come

The result, he said, was that
administrator’s would ‘‘sit back
and say, ‘the city did it, not us,’
but who in the hell asked them to
pass the ordinance?”
Ramirez said that, at his
request, the matter was tabled
until Feb. 5 to allow studentsto
provide input.
Pending legislation which
might affect students was discussed by Ramirez.

Hall

SLC introduces

open agenda
The Student Legislative Coun-

cil has established a new agenda
item called General Forum.
This item is for members of the

Call:
826-3310

audience to address or ask questions of the council on any matter.

The SLC meets each Thursday
night at 7 in NH 106. Students are
invited to attend.
eeu
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From. diapers_to dogs

City

council considers birth center; canines at HSU

by Emily Kratzer
Seats were hard to find in the

crowded

Arcata

City
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Fisher,

who

ing to Storey. (It is zoned
for a
single family residence).

Council

chambers last Wednesday, as
supporters of the People’s School
of Medicine Birth Center overflowed the room.
After finishing preliminary agenda business, the council
changed the order of old business
to consider the birth center’s
request for support before other

surer, said, ‘I feel the ordinance

we should only consider
zoning. I
don’t feel the issue should be
before
the city at all.”
Council member Wesley Ches-

bro introduced
a resolution which

in effect affirmed a woman’s
choice to have her baby at home
or in a hospital, and urged the
medical society and county:
health department to attempt to
work with the birth center to
“develop an adequate and safe

items.

At the Jan. 8 meeting of the
council, Bill Fisher a spokesman
for the People’s School of Medicine (PSM) had asked the council to send a letter of support for
the birth center to the Humboldt
County Medical Society and the
Humboldt County Health Department. He said the center was
under political attack by the local
medical field. (The PSM Birth
Center trains mid-wives and
gives pre-natal and birth care).

though he
said he didn’t really know why he
was there.
“If you say there’s a lack of
health education, I agree. If you
say there’s isolation, I agree. If
you say we need

Hospitals in the area, the med-

refer

babies,

the cases

man

said

he

City Manager

Ward Falor, administrator at
the Mad River Community Hos-

pital said, ‘“‘I don’t object to what
these people pretend to do. In
Mendocino they have a shortage
and have chosen the same route
as you have here. But the people
who headed it up took time to get
licensure.”
“I don’t object to what Fisher is
doing, but we get his messes. I
think what he’s here for tonight
is to force the hospital to take the
problem cases.”

from

In this case, the daughter was

in labor 24 hours before being
taken to Mad River Hospital,
where it was discovered the baby

There

are several

irregulari-

ties in the birth center’s operations, and one is that the building
it operates out of is improperly
zoned for such activity, accord-

held

“As far as a retention center

goes, you should have a place to
check dogs in-it would cost as
much as holding them.”
Commenting on this, Chesbro um developments and converssaid, ‘‘The point of facilities is ions from Jan. 15 to Dec. 1, 1975.
well taken. The
expended The action was taken to allow the
would be about the same. I think General Plan Review Committee
it would be a good idea for the to plan for future condominim
Student Legislative Council development.
(SLC) to consider.”
__
(At the Jan. 8 council meeting
The council agreed with the council authorized the conRamirez
about the problem being version of the apartments
at 8th
in-house.and held the issue over and K Streets to condominiums. until the Feb. 5 meeting.
This conversion is expected to
In his report to the council, take place over the summer.)
Storey said he was working on
~voted to fund the North Coast
specifics of city preparedness for Environmental
Center, matching
emergency services, suchas civil $600 of funding approved
by the
defense or diaster response.
SLC. (Chesbro,
as an employee
“I tried
to find out the responsi- of the center, abstained
from the

bilities of responding
to disasters

vote.)

OWN |

Roger A. Storey,

at

a

retention

center

on

campus until 4:30 p.m., when the
Arcata poundmaster would take
unclaimed

animals

to the

city

“If this has effect, it will result
in a decrease of animals,” he

said.

“The rule now is no dogs

except seeing-eye dogs. The plan
is modeled after one at Chico.
‘We want to start off with no

Specialists in Repairing of
VW - TOYOTA - DATSUN - OPEL
& ALL OTHER EUROPEAN MAKES

fines. There’s been no problem
with dropping off dogs for holding
at Chico-we hope our students
are as responsive and responsible.”’

PARTS

Rich Ramirez, Associated Students (AS) president, told the

OPEN 6 DAYS
CLOSED SAT
OPEN SUNDAYS

council the plan had been made
over vacation when
students
were out of town. He believes the
.

hat apap
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we

a

said.

that animals be picked up and

strongly about this. When I: came

here I talked with Fisher. There
has been a feeling that people in a
suit and tie are no damn good.”

emergencies,”

“This includes civil disorder and
enemy attack, though I figure
any enemy attack on us would
just be practicing.”

vice president for administrative
affairs, to modify a city ordinance so unattended animals
could be picked up on the
campus. The ordinance applies
to the Arcata Plaza at present.
Strahan proposed, in a letter to

thought

“I feel progress should be done
within
the law, the same lawsas
apply to doctors,” he said. ‘‘I feel

birth experience with the center.

:

he

five-.

and

request by Donald Strahan, HSU

pregnancy and at birth).

Pasadena, told of her daughter’s

4

when

calleda

would encourage leaving dogs in
cars all day long with windows
rolled up completely, and I don’t
think that’s very humane.

minute recess while some 130
people who came to support the
center left. (The posted gccupancy load of the room is 64).
The council also considered a

there was a need for an alternative (to hospital care during

but

was in breech position, which the
nurse said is usually spotted and
corrected early in pregnancy.

After thi action, Mayor Alexandra Fairless

The audience applauded Dorf-

to San

nurse

minor changes. Council member
Paul Wilson cast the only ‘‘no”
vote.

day.)

ences with the center; one woman, a retired registered nurse

health

one side,’’ Chesbro said of his resolution.
The resolution passed with

had been aware of the existence
of the birth center for about a

spoke on behalf of the birth
center related positive experipublic

sides. I got a letter recently from
the county saying there was only

(After the issue had been dealt
with by the council, he said he

Francisco.
Members of the audience who

and

“T think it’s important to get the

two sides together--there are two

am not saying we’re not sensitive
to the needs of people.”

who wanted to give birth at home.
Part of the statement read,
“We feel your support can be influential at this time in obtaining
hospital privileges for the birth
center. Privileges must be procured in order to insure that all
emergency situations can be
dealt with quickly and safely.”
At the Jan. 8 council meeting,
Fisher had read a letter from
area pediatricians, which said
that they would not treat premahome-brith

program for home delivery.”

control

which apply to licensing, though I

facility to serve pregnant women

ture

more

over the institutions which serve
us, I agree. But you should apply
for privileges under licensing
laws,” he said.
Henry W. Schoenlein, of the
State Department of Health Facilities Licensing Section said, ‘I
wish to state that there are
regulatory functions of the state

ical society and the health department were notified about the
consideration of the birth center’s request so that representatives of those groups could speak
to the council.
Fisher read a statement to the
council and cited the need for a

would

issue was “‘an in-house issue and
should be between the university
and the students.’’

Smells Home-made! Losin Home-made! Tastes Home-made!

- Also Featuring - Salad & Vegetarian Sandwiches

Sun. - Thurs. 11-8 - Fri. 1143- Closed Saturdays
This is Home-made at its Best!!
ae
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County food stamp progra m- teaches patience to new recipients
by Mark Weyman
“Our employes
must call police

if threatened
or sworn at.”

This citation from the California Penal Code greets all prospective food stamp

The major abuse of the program seems to be self-abuse,
according to Beckwith: She said
many persons purchase junk
foods rather than nutritional

to Beckwith, November figures show almost 10 per
cent of Humboldt County residents are food stamp certified.
She said there are.400 more cases
this year than last involving
600

applicants at

the Humboldt County Welfare
Department office, 211 Fifth St.,
Eureka
Patience is definitely the
watchword for newcomers to the

items such as milk, fresh vegetables, meat
or eggs.

As of May, 1974, 63 per cent of
county recipients
were students.
Beckwith
is one of two supervisors in the non-assistance food

revea

plans

Presently, a student is eligible

y

allotoca
the federal
food stamp
program by $626
tion
s
Rosemary Beckwith, eligibility supervisor for the
Humboldt County food stamp program, could not be
reached for comment on the repercussions that
would be felt by local recipients if Congress should
fiapprove this budget cut.
if such a large paring of funds occurs, it seems
certain that food-stamp recipients will pay more for
thi
:

2) No household member has
access to a credit card in the

million.

County

Food

Stamp

stamp program.

Program.
According
to an
article in the Jan. 18 issue of

sation).
It is a common

food

stamp

bso

the National Observer. Lines at
the Humboldt County welfare
office reflect this trend as well as
growing unemployment.
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Buster Keaton’s

“THE MUSIC
LOVERS”

SUN.=TUB.
Jan.26-26
JAMES EARL

“THE GENERAL“
plus shorts
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Saturday 6 p.m.
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| * Shirley Temple *
Saturday 8 p.m.
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penalty

ly income to determine if the net

prison and-or $10,000 in fine.

income exceeds the maximum.
Tuition, mandatory educational
fees and child care costs neces-

In addition, the county welfare
department is required by law to

deductible items.
The size of a household is determined by the number of residents
sharing living, eating and food
All mem-

bers of a household are considered for certification of a food
stamp allotment. Persons living
together can no longer apply indi-

vidually.
Food stamp allocations do not
increase by the number of persons per household, Beckwith
said. With each additional per-

7 the increase becomes smaler.

of up to five years

in

visit the home of every recipient
for a personal, in-depth interview.
According

home

to

Beckwith,

visit is made

the

to verify

income, residence and number of
persons in the household.
“We are not required to give
prior notice,” said Beckwith,
“but, as a courtesy, the welfare

department in Humboldt County
will attempt to make contact by
phone before making a home
visit.”
Persons paying nothing for

basketball games

Humboldt’s

concerts
grams

and

chamber

symphony

music

pro-

will be aired on KHSU-

FM
Programs air at 90.5 on the FM
“pand and will correspond to
regularly scheduled music programs on alternate Saturdays
and weekdays at 8:15 p.m..
Specific times are in KHSU’s
free program guide available at

the station LA 305.

year of certification
or recertifi-

cation.
Students are required to provide the name and address of
parents
or guardians. The supervisor said regulations allow the
welfare office to communicate
with parents.
Refusal to cooperate
with eligibility workers making a home
visit can be the basis for denial of
certification.
An informal poll was taken of

some local grocery store managers and yielded few complaints
about the food stamp program.
In fact, Bill Kuhlwein,

of

Sunnybrae

thinks

the

manager

Sentry

program

Market,
is a

Arcata Safeway manager Bob
Palmrose registered no objec-

tions, except for a little extra
paper work. “It’s money,” he
said.
Palmrose added that some
shoppers have accused the store
of harassing them

because they

used food stamps.

He said there

is no truth to the accusation,
noting that until recently, stores
were not allowed to accept large

denomination ($2 and $5) coupons
if detached from the coupon book.
An example occured recently
when one of the checkers asked a
man to show his coupon book.
The numbers didn’t match those
on the stamps, and the checker
refused them. The man swore at
her.
The National Observer article
noted more than twice as many
Americans are eligible for food

Lumberjack

The $4 billion-a-year program

is

showing unforeseen growth because of rising unemployment.
Information is available from

home

basketball

games will be broadcast ‘live on
KHSU-FM. _ Senior . journalism
majors Steve Pegg, Doug Silveri,

the

Humboldt

Department.

County
on

Welfare

procedures

for

appeal if certification is denied.

There is also nutrition information

for

obtaining

the

greatest

and Steve Smith will be calling
benefit from food-stamp purthe play-by-play actions during
chases and information on qualithe four home games remaining. . fying for food stamps. The sports broadcasting team
County food stamp information
will also write and produce a states that garden seeds and
weekly sports-rap show highplants to produce food for personlighting local sporting events that al use are allowable purchases.
will air Friday evenings at 7.
In spite of more stringent and
less ambiguous federal regulaa
tions, the national trend in the
. TYPEWRITER REPAIR
b . food stamp program seems to be
toward making eligibility avail¢z all work guaranteed
4— pick up & delivery
~ I operate on a personal basis

able to a broader s
incomes and living situations.

CHEAP!

6222179:

good

idea.
“I pick up extra business,”’ he
remarked, ‘from people who
couldn’t afford to buy if they
didn’t have stamps.”
Kuhlwein said approximately
25 per cent of his gross daily
income comes in the form of food
stamps during the school year.

stamps than are receiving them.

-KHSU will air classical music

and

Every
food stamp

recipient is visited during each

buy.”

from an applicant’s gross month-

Several items will be deducted

certification.

hassle is that it is a little slower in
line because many people don’t
know what they are allowed to

-#

NALA NASAL DBAS

their stamps can expect a visit
within the first four months of

Jim Phillips, manager of Westwood Market, said ‘The only

4

FS

Those who envision wheels of
fortune spinning out easy money,
should know that fraudulently obtained food stamps carry a

Non-students must be register-

f

*s

ed for work with the department
of employment.

FILM CO-OP
HUMBOLDT STATE

$1.00

a

—_—

NON -TRANSFERAGLE

with Bette Davis

‘Admission

re a

||

PRESCRIBED

‘4

a
=

7

Agvienttural Abundance

preparation facilities.
°°

Y

,

Tuene oe

|

she

like to

DO NOT SPINOLE

fie

&

“Home of Happy Fish”

MINOR ;

a Ut
Oy Os Fey oes

VALU

!

sary for employment are among

>

would

=

the U.S. Department of Agricul-

to almost 16 million, accordingto

Ford

BLOOD COUPON

.

ture Food and Nutrition Service,
which administers the program,
clearly state the stamps are a
food program.
The purpose of the program is
“to help low income people eat
better,” according to welfare deartment brochures.

ients have grown in number
nationally from 3.5 million
in 1968

a

_ E57576909B

county welfare department and

recip-

8

00 NOT FOLD

misconception

gram as a welfare program.

changes

proposal.
*

to think of the food stamp pre-

‘‘No one should have

President

5) Is not receiving social se-

tions from persons not receiving
any other form of welfare (excluding unemployment compen-

food stamp eligi, said that by

some

see an increase
in the cost of food
stamps. Happily, for food stamp
users, Congress and consumer
groups have registered strong
displeasure with his November

curity income.

only handle food stamp applica-

to wait more than 10 days to get
food stamps if they are certified.”’
However,

member,
:
3) Has some means of meal
preparation,
4) Financial resources do not
exceed maximum limitations,

eral authorization, the staff at the

000 Americans are certified
every month to receive food
stamps.
Rosemary Beckwith, HumFebruary,

nameof a person not a household

Eureka office will ultimately
comprise 35 personnel. They will

National Observer, almost 250,-

boldt County
bility s

1) lives in Humboldt County,

Under new fed-

noted

Many recipients of food stamps.
have recently had to pay more for
their monthly allotment of
stamps because of changes in
federal regulations.
These increases have come in spite of the
fact that allotments and income
maximum are increased every
six months.

story of their living situation.”
is he or she is enrolled at least
half-time and:

Humboldt

She

would like to see in the program,
one of them being an increase in
benefits by numbers of recipients. Beckwith
said her sympathies
lie with students.
She
would like to see the whole system changed
so students could
get food coupons through their

10 percent
off to Students

of

more spring schedule...
(Continued
from page 1)
That makes spring quarter the only feasible time to
try out the new system and still have a margin of
seating safety, Ridenhour said.
“If we keep going the way we have been (with
regard to scheduling), while having some growth, we
stand to lose lecture facilities with no chance of
replacing them,” Ridenhour said.
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don’tthink it will be widespread,’’ Koplin said.

"chairman
Sinan ofet |the Sass deputnadt aad lacie
which are offered every other day (as proposed under
the new system) can be beneficial to students.
“English is the kind of subject where this is needed,”
he said. “It allows time between classes for students
to absorb
the material and reflect
on it.”
Burroughs
also said, ‘I think the system is good, but
Iam skeptical of any system that imposes uniformity

he said, ‘but that was not the intent.”
When asked if the new system was brought about as
an effort to force HSU’s faculty to remain
on campus
for five full days, Ridenhour said, ‘‘No, but it will have
that effect.”
How will the new
system increase class
utilization? “What it all amounts to is picking up one
class everyday,” he said. “Every little bit helps.”
everyday,” he said. “Every little bit helps.”
Asked if proper class utilization could possibly be
reached
by increasing night school enrollment, Ridenhour said, “‘It is hard to pick up the unused seats at
night because students and faculty feel they have put
in enough hours between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.”
He said there were other possible solutions to the
problem: altering the number of units from four to
three and restructuring
the curricula of all those
classes or running four-unit classes on a round-robin
classroom scheduling basis.

“shes coms of im posed uniformity is Nick Mi ousouris, chairman of the math department.
Mousouris said last week, ‘We (the math department faculty) feel math is most effectively taught in
little doses, spaced closely together.”
He said the basic objection of his department to the
new system,
is the additional strain lengthening class

time will have on the attention span of students.
“‘We feel the best solution would be to go back to

the semester system and change four-unit classes to
three-unit classes,”
he said.
Moussouris said his department will go along with

“Obviously, there are other solutions,”’ Ridenhour

The criterion used by the chancellor’s office and
Ridenhour to determine whether or not HSU is

properly utilizing its classroom

space, are use stan-

icts.”’

meet

for an hour Monday

through

:

In a recent interview, chairman

The most ‘“‘compelling reason’’ for dropping the new

would be the inability of students to get:
schedules, Ridenhour said.
“I’m fairly confident it will work out,” he said. “I
don’t think it will be as bad as these odd ball hours
imply—I hope!”
If things work out, some students may end up with
two days off,.Tuesday and Thursday, insteadof the
previous one, Friday.
And the alternative
seems to be Friday.

of the ‘wildlife

z

as Ridenhour about the effectiveness of breaking
classesat 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. to avoid lab and lecture

|
:

situation is a result of going from semesters to

conflicts.

“This (new system) will only have a minimal effect
on the wildlife department,” he said. ‘Most of our
courses are three hours of lecture and three hours of
lab anyway.
i
“Some scheduling conflicts are inevitable, but I

Ridenhour denied that the new scheduling system
was a first step in returning to the semester system.
“People may become
so discontent with it (the new
system) that they will want to go back to semesters,”’

more HSU grades...

(Continued from pagel)

Percentages of Undergraduate}
A’s or B’s
Spring 1973

entering students and grade point
averages given by nine of the
schools within the system. Our
ACT

Sonoma

82.2

Chico

75.2

scores

were

high.

Our

GPA’s were high.”
By this
analysis, it could be said that
Sonoma was grading too easily,
and Long Beach too tough. The
rest of the schools, Humboldt included, represent only random

Humboldt

48

San Francisco
Stanislaus
Sacramento
Fresno
San Bernardino
Bakersfield
Dominguez Hills
Fullerton
San Luis Obispo

74.4
73.1
71.1
71.7
71.5
70.8
70.3
69.8
67.9

Northridge

67.6

San Diego

67.2

Hayward

66.1

In the Spring Quarter of 1974

Long Beach
Los Angeles
Pomona

65.9
65.2
64.5

one department gave 77.5 per
cent A’s. In the rest of the departments-in the same school A
grades ranged from 34.3 per cent

San Jose

system
ment

deviations from the mean.
“In other words, we are grading fairly and correctly.”’
It is not only between campuses

within the system that grades
vary. At HSU there are wide
distributions of grades between
departments in the same schools.

66.4

based on ‘“‘the achieveof course objectives.”

A

grade of C, according to the Humboldt catalog, does not indicate
average work. It is a sign of satisfactory achievement.
‘“‘We have some students who

feel they are being discriminated
against if they don’t get a B,”

to 18.7 per cent.
Grades vary by course and instructor. Within a single depart-

and 0.0 per cent of his 3 classes.

Some departments are more
consistent. In the spring of 1974

interview in his office.
‘They
regard a C as mediocre. AtHum-

in the

“Different campuses within the

system grade differently,’’ Dobkin said. ‘The study statisticlly
masks too many factors. Numbers can’t tell the reason for the
existence of the grades,” he said.
R.W.

Barratt,

dean

of

the

School of Science had this. comment: ‘‘Werana study of American College Test (ACT) scores of

too lenient
or too difficult, but the

C average, on this campus, has
not existed for years.
Spring
Quarter 1974, the average undergraduate GPA was 2.99.
Barratt said, “‘It gets to be a
complicated question the more
you look into it. There
are no
easy answers.”’

School

of Science,

the

chemistry department gave the
smallest percentage of A’s, the

smallest percentage of B’s, and
the highest percentage of C’s, D’s
and F’s.
“We grade realistically,’’ Robert A. Wallace, chairman of the
chemistry department, said in an
interview.”
Chemistry is an inherently

difficult subject,

requiring

a

strong background in mathama-

Clas Lengths
for Spring
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Weekend Elvin Bishop rock concert cancelled
The

Elvin

Bishop

concert,

Ticket refunds
ailableat
all ticket outlets, the University

scheduled for this weekend, has
been canceled.
University Program Board
(UPB) sponsors were informed
of the cancellation by concert
promoter Norman R. Cheney,

presented for refund.
The UPB is investigating

who said Bishop was ill.

possible legal action
as well as a

ment in the spring of 1974 one
instructor gave A grades to 36.8
per cent, 46.7 per cent and 58.3
per cent of the three classes he
taught. A fellow instructor gave
A to 13.3 per cent, 12.8 per cent

Milton Dobkin, vice president for
academic affairs, said in an
boldt this is not the case at all.

tics. A lot of the problem
is that
incoming students have a poor
math background. I’m not at all
surprised at the percentages.”
Grading at Humboldt may be

it.”

system

department, James Koplin, expressed thé same belief

The four unit class is a carryover from the sesystem
.

change, ‘“‘but we won't
like

Ridenhour said he is aware of the objections of some
departments, such as math, but he said he can’t make
any exceptions.
“We need the cooperation of all departments, under
the new system, so the necessary flexibility will exist,
so better classroom utilization
will occur.
“We are going to test it out this spring,” he said. “If
it creates more problems than it solves we'll have to
try something else. Fall quarter is still wide open.”

Ridenhour
explained this when he said a student can
take a 70-minute lecture class in the morning at 9:40
and be out in time to pick up a three-hour lab at 11. The
2 p.m. break will be used in the same way.

Ridenhour said this lack of use is caused by four-unit

classes that

the new

said, ‘‘but I feel the one that was picked is the most
practical and least difficult to implement.”
In regard to the concern that has been expressed
over the feeling that the new system will create more
scheduling conflicts for students who are required to
take labs,
he said, ‘“‘We will try to have classes
break
—"
11 a.m. and 2 p.m., to help avoid such con-

Center

Information

Recordworks
Arcata.

in

Tickets

Office

and

Eureka

comerts.

There will be a “serious
review of the entire concert
structure and procedure,” said

and

must

os
in arranging

chenge

be

UPB Chairman Milton Phegley.
“‘We have a reputation to
uphold.”

CLASSIFIED.
Tap-Jazz
dance
classes now
forming in Arcata. Call 822-4947
for information.
DANCE

Wed., 4:30-6:00,

CLASSES

'nterhal

1251 9th, Arc., Thurs.

6-7:30

St.
Eureka.
Beginning
Class Tues. 6-7:30 Dance
10th & H Arcata, 442-6317.
SS

Se

Schoo!
1011

H

Ballet
Co-op

SS

BALLET - beginning, intermediate, advanced classes forming in
Arcata. Teacher
has studied
under Mia Slavenska in Los Angeles. Call Rebecca 839-3635.
SPACt FOR HORSES Paddocks and box
stalls for rent, $17.50 per month. Three
miles north of HSU. 2 mile north of large
animal clinic. Call 668-5162 or 822-2190

ask for Chris.

:

got
NH

SCRATCH
lots.

6.

rapan>

Lumberjack
”

eS
Sere
ES

7
eee

MODERN

NEED
We've
fice,

SUMMER

JOBS FOR

ise» Volvo Bad bod, Mech
good. $200 firm. 442-0359.

Of.
"
SS

FREE
Photography
catalogue.
Economy photo systems
and

‘75. No ex-

perience necesary. Apply for jobs
at state and federal parks, guest
ranches, tourist resorts, private
camps. Learn how, when, and
where to apply. Receive over 200

equipment in all price ranges. No

buli—just the best cameras and
accessories for your money. CAL

WEST

—"

Calif. names and addresses.
$3 to J.0.B. P.O. Box 708 Monterey, Ca. 93940.

BABYSITTER

WANTED.

casional evenings. 822-4851 M, T,
W-days, 826-3119 Th., Fr. day, or
822-5331 eves. Ask for Vern.

T.V.-stereo

service.

Contact

Photography

Warehouse

San Luis Obispo,

CA

CLASSIFIED!
Want
to run
a
classified Ad? Bring your ad of 25
words
or less and $1 to NH
6 or
call 826-3271. It’s only 75c if you
run it again, too!

Oc.

WIND

In-

dustrial Arts student Jim Sussman. 8 a.m.-7 p.m., 822-5327.

fair-

Se

i

INSTRUMENTS.

repair available at
Manufacturing
and

839-3500. Woodwinds

Expert

Headway
Repair. Brass

839-0180.
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“more drug survey...
Pharmacy, says there is sometimes a difference “~
between brands of drugs and that he relies on
certain companies who produce them.
The consumer’s guide indicates pharmacists
have confidence in certain drug companies.
seaarid tans of 0s car tao reise
generic name.of the drug he is prescribing, then
ask the pharmacist for the least expensive drug
that is the generic equivalent and of the same
quality as the brand-name
drug. The problem,
naturally, is then the pharmacist’s in deciding
- which drugs are, in fact, the best.
Headley said this decision should be the
physician’s.
“If you’re a little short of beans, tell your
physician and maybe he can prescribe a less
he considersit

(Continued
from pag) )|
product, this isn’t always the case, Headley said.
As the food carried by different restaurants,
brands of drugs carried by various stores differ.
“YOU HAVE TO HOPE the pharmacist stocks
only things of good quality,” he said.
When a physician writes the generic name of a
drug on a prescription,
a person is entitled to ask
his druggist for the least expensive, generic
equivalent of a more expensive brand name
drug.
Or the patient may ask for the expensive
brand, pay a bit more, and go home wondering if
it would really have been a risk to buy the lees
expensive
equivalent.
“It probably wouldn’t be taking a risk, but you
might not get as good a product if you don’t get
. the well-known
brand,” Headley said.
Dr. Henry Simmons, former director of the
FDA, disagrees.
‘‘BASED
ON MANY years of experience,
we

the least expensive

brand

of a certain

by Mike Goldsby
and Keith Till
The Consumer’s Guide to Local
Pharmacies is a product of Ralph
Nader’s visit to HSU last year.
When

consumer

advocate

Nader spoke at HSU, he urged
formation of a volunteer Public
Interest
Research
Group
(PIRG). Earl Bootier,
a senior in
social welfare at HSU, was one of
the founders of the Humboldt
County PIRG.
‘We were not witch-hunting or
picking on anyone in this survey,” Bootier said.

This would be better than waiting and asking
the pharmacist, who may be like a car mechanic
who can’t work well when the customer watches
and questions
his work.
When a patient asks his physician to prescribe

are confident there is noa supaidioant difference
between so-called generic and brand name
products on the American market,’’ Simmons
said.
McLean, the only pharmacist at Sunny Brae

Nader sparks spirit
| of consumerism here

‘All of the

information is public record.”
Lloyd Dinkelspiel, a junior in
Chemistry and associated students treasurer at HSU, said the

drugs used in the survey “‘are re-

drug,

presentative

judging which brands truly are the generic
equivalent of more expensive brands of drugs is
the physician’s duty.

of the drugs

most

commonly sold.’”’ The list shows
drugs from the categories of
tra’
, pain killers, anti- .
biotics and contraceptives.
Dinkelspiel said each drug
store is required by law to post a
list of 100 commonly used drugs
and the price the store charges
for each drug. The prices of the
100 drugs were averaged.
Both Bootier and Dinkelspiel
said the guide was no substitute
for shopping.

Since every cus-

tomer’s needs differ, they said a
pharmacy should not always be
The price
A rating of -10%
“average” price
would mean that

~ selected by price alone.
How do the pharmacists
about the survey?

relations shownare based on a theoretical “average” drug store.
for a pharmacy would mean that the pharmacy is 10% less expensive
than the
charged by the drug stores in the survey area. Also, a rating of plus 10%
the pharmacy is 10% more expensive than the “average " store.

a

24

%
Xe,

~*~

Se

%%

%, +

feel

“IT think, for older people
especially, it is very relative,”

said James Barham, pharmacist

%e, %e,

at Value Giant, Arcata.

‘They

come in here with a $60-Social
Security check and buy almost

AN

$50 of drugs.

I don’t know how

they do it.”
Ray Elliott, pharmacist and
owner of Modern Pharmacy in
Arcata, called the survey ‘‘misleading.
My pharmacy and

others were quoted incorrectly.
Elliott said the prices attributed to his store in the survey were
his ‘‘ceiling, my maximum

price.’’

-

He said the wholesale

prices of drugs are changing day
to day.
He said he does not have time
to constantly change the chart, so
he posted his ceiling but charges
customers lower prices.

Americans spending $7
by Mike Goldsby and

Keith Till
Americans
spent over $7 billion
last year on prescription drugs,
according to an article in the
“‘New Republic,” June 2, 1973.

RCCOR
de

In the article, New York Rep.

Ben Rosenthal (D) said, “Amer.
ican consumers are forced to pay
over a billion dollars annually in

WORKS

_
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“Dragonfly” sEPPERSON STARSBIP
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“So What” Joe Walsh
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The best way
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Recordworks

‘My prices are higher than the
large stores,” said Elliott, ‘‘but I
can offer more services and
personal attention.’
James Barham, the pharmacist of a large store, Value Giant,
said,” The large stores provide a

much needed service, but so do
the small stores.’’
Barham said, “I can’t hold a

guy’s bill for three months until
he gets back to work. I can’t
spend time explaining laxatives.
I can’t deliver. The independents
can offer these types of services.

”

.

But a local independent, Northtown

Pharmacy,

out of business.

recently

went

And the phar-

macies in chain stores are packed with customers.
Like the small family grocer,
-

the independent
is feeling the

“The large chains stock all of
the
merchandise,
including

drugs, to fit the needs of, say 80
per

cent

of

the

people,

said

Arcata dentist Peter Ball. ‘‘It
would be sad to lose the independents.”’
Losing the independents can
affect the consumer whose most
difficult task remains selecting a

pharmacy.

Efforts to make the

selection easier, like publishing
the consumers’ guide, take time.

“This project was

about two

months in the making,’’ Bootier
said. ‘‘I hope one outcome will be
to generate more interest in our
future projects.’’
Bootier said the subjects of
future projects are not definite,

“But we are looking at the possibility of surveying the large apartment complexes.”

Speech center
aids children
The Speech and Hearing Center
has openings for children in its
Child Language

Development

program.
The program is for children
who need assistance with language and speech.

For further information contact
Walter L. LaDue, director of
the Speech and Hearing Center,
extension 3476.

billion yearly on drugs

unnecessary drug costs because
of prohibitions on retail ads,
overprotective patent laws, exor-

than $1 billion a year on promoting their drugs.
This equals

bitant expenditures by industry
and unreasonable markups.”
Rosenthal said, “The drug

industry sales dollar.

retailer is able to benefit from
manufacturers’ vigorous price

competition,

but he denies

almost twenty five cents of every
However, only six cents of each

dollar is devoted to research and
development. And to top it all off,

the article said almost half of the
the | research consists of finding new

same right to the customer.”

ways

A study in 1970 by the Social
Security Administration reported
the drug industry spends more

them new and improved.
Does all of this pay off? For the
drug industry, the answer is yes.

HAMAS
PIZZA

18th &g
822-0383
delivery

to mix old drugs and call

The Federal Trade Commission has pointed out that drug
industry profits were up 59 per
cent in the past five years. Fortune magazine reports pharmaceuticals showed profits second
only to those of mining.
The drug industry emphatically denies any charges of monopoly leveled against it. Yet for
years it has effectively kept domestic drug prices high.

-
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Angelel reserves the two center lanes for his swimmers
during the hour.
Angelel
termed the new program
“successful,” but money and

by John Diaz

:

;

back’s last-minute

effort for a

pin.
On Saturday
the men’s
basketball team lost to Stanislaus State 76-57. High scorer for
the ‘Jacks was Clyde Spears
with 18 points and 10 rebounds.

wrestling
team plays Cal State Fullerton
in

San

Francisco,

basketball

team

and

to

and pulled down 12 rebounds in
his first start of the year.
Bruce Fernandez continues to
lead the ‘Jacks in scoring,
averaging 19.7 points per game.

an invitational tournament.

Mike

Johnson scored

10 points

Bruce
Matulich
has most
rebounds with 71, averaging 6.5
per game and Ron Holcomb

KHSU

by Terrance Rodgers

their preferred time slots.

According to Greg McVicar,
who described his duties at KHSU
as ‘‘public access director,’’ the
disc jockeys this quarter were
allotted air time by a selection
committee that sought ‘sound
continuity.”
Sound continuity is the station’s
policy of having disc jockeys

presenting a variety of music to
all types of audiences.
Brian Prows, the station manager, chose the committee of
three women and four men.
‘‘The selection committee,’’
said Tom Cairans, the station’s
music director, ‘‘was made up of
people who had put time and effort into the station.”
Four criteria determined a dj’s

The basketball team returns to
Washington to play the University of Puget Sound in Tacoma.

prime

in

Carol Mann, who does the
‘‘Moonbeams” show from 3 to 6

jockey has been doing a show at a
particular time, doesn’t mean it’s
goingto be his till he gives it up.”

:

morning.

;
*
:
:
;
;
:
»
;
;

remind them ‘Swimming
Builds Character” and a surprising number of other earlymorning swimmers.
. The program,
new
to
HSU this quarter, was implemented to give students an
Opportunity
to swim laps. It is
not tobe confused
with the student recreation swimming of-

“Swimming is one of the
best activities for cardiovascular fitness and it exercises every muscle in the
body,”’ Angele! said.
Some students were there
for other reasons.
“It was a ride to school,’”’ explained Terry Helm, a junior

;

fered Wednesdays from 7-9:30

*

p.m. and Sundays from 12:30-

+

4:30 p.m..

and

trek

to the

There they find a

tum.

‘“‘My roommates and I were

getting up early to pray, so we
thought

we’d

swim

after-

ward,” said Laurie Hickaenlooper, a sophomore wildlife

major

A brave,

bearded diver was

preparing
to take the big dip

nursing major.

Don Loughrey, a senior phy-

when he was interrupted in

sical education major, said
the morning swim helps him

mid-air by Angelel.
“Take a shower!’’
“That’s something I have to

“get going” in the morning.
The program has also benefited

from

a

backwash

remind students all the time,”’
Angelel said

of

problem

discontent with other sports.

is

later,

‘‘another

males

with

shoulder-length hair not wear-

Guy Genning has embraced

%,

We specialize in the Soft

Natural Look

a.m., was asked during her show

Gents

last Friday if she was unhappy
with her shift. ‘I’m more than
happy I got a show to do at all,”
she said, explaining that she was
new to the station and wanted

Ladies

Tots

56 Sunny
Brae Center
Appointments

experience.

VWYHTBWY

Welcome

VOUy

822-5272

ve"

aad”

You Bor a letter

from

home and:

there was just
a letter inside.

Cocktails

linported

Beers

Wines
~

You owe yourself an Oly.

time

women on alternate shows. The
result of the new system is that
just because a veteran disc
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show is to be presented).

hours, because radio has been a
boy’s club for a long time. We
also wanted a ratio of men and
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(1) The type of music the
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(2) His cooperation and contributions to the station,
(3) The person’s knowledge of
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a few people who have been with
the station for more than a year
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and is “‘tiredof running.’’ The sophomore speech
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Some have used the morning swim as an extension of
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You've come a long way, Wolfie
by Jane Bannerman
* Scott Sway, with the help of
Wolfie, would like to change the
public’s image of the wolf...
Wolfie is a 2%-year-old 60pound Canadian timber wolf
from the MacKenzie River Valley
area. She was given to Sway by
the North American Association
for the Preservation of Predatory
Animals, for the purpose of
educating the public.
Sway and Wolfie, his ‘public
relations wolf,” have presented
programs at local schools and in
21 states.

800 to 1,000 in Minn., 5,000 in
Alaska and 25,000 in Canada.
Wolves will usually kill sick,
deformed or wounded animals
first, because they are easier to

run down, Sway said.
Contrary to folklore, there has
been no documented case of a
healthy wolf attacking a person,
he said.

Wolves also control their own
population. Sway said only the
dominant male and female of the

pack will breed.

Packs usually

number 7 to 10 wolves.

Although Wolfie is as playful as

“I’ve spoken to groups from

a dog, Sway stressed that wolves

rest homes to Rotary clubs and
every kind in between,” he said.
Sway, a sophomore wildlife

do not make
They

good

can’t

be

house

pets.

housebroken,

taught to sit, heel or stay and they
won’t return on command, he

major, talked to more than 150
persons at a Conservation Unlimited meeting last week.

said.
When Wolfie isn’t in her
pen, Sway keeps her on a double

Sway cautioned the audience
that Wolfie is shy.
“You have to act more like a
wolf than a human when you
approach her. But Wolfie loves
children and women,”’ Sway said.
He said Wolfie was born a
“submissive wolf.’’ Studies have
shown that wolves born with
slower heart and respiration
rates are more submissive than
those with rapid rates, he said.
The number of wolves in north
America has steadily declined.
Sway said there are an estimated

chain leash.
Another problem of owning a
wolf is “their love to destroy
things,” Sway said.

Once Wolfie ate her way
‘through a 2-inch door to enter the
livirfgZ room. She ransacked
the
room and destroyed a couch,
chair and television
set, he said.
All
in all,

he said wolves
are

very demanding pets.

Wolfie is

persistent and can play the same
“‘game” all day, such as “am-
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Wolfie, a 22-year-old Canadian
timber wolf, makes friends with
audience membersat last week’s Conservation Unlimited meeting. Scott.

Hunt

Sway, who owns Wolfie, calls her his §
‘‘public relations wolf.’ He has given f
talks about wolves at local schools and §
in 21 states.

bushing’’ a young dog playmate.
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The College Pian’
avoid bounced checks, by covering
all your checks up to a prearranged limit.
Educational Loans. Details on
Studyplan® and Federally Insured loans are available from
any of our Student Loan
Offices.
ngs Accounts. All

What we’ve got is a very’
special package of services
designed specifically for college students. We call it the

College Plan, and here's what
makes it so special:
The
College
Plan 4
Checking Account.. «,
First you get completely

hi

ourPeas

}

unlimited checkwriting for
just $1 a month. (Free during
June, July and August.) You get

Eb

B, days and vacations.

Student Represent-

—

monthly statements. And the account
stays open. through the summer even
with a zero balance, so you don't
have to close it in June, reopen it in °
the fall.
Plan Checks
Personalized
_are included at a very low cost. Scenic
-other style checks for a little more.

eankAmericard®

provide easy

ways to save up for holiatives. Finally, the Col- '
Jege Plan gives you individual
help with your banking problems.

Usually students or recent gradu-

’

’

ates themselves, our Reps are located
at all our major college offices and are

or

Next, if you’re a qualified student o

sophomore standing or higher, you can also get
BankAmericard. Use it for tuition at state universities, for
check cashing identification and everyday purchases. Conservative credit limits help you start building a good credit
history.

Overdraft Protection. This part of the package helps vou

easy to talk with.
Now that you know what's included, why
not drop b one of our college offices, meet your Student
Rep, and get in our College Plan, It'll make your banking a
lot easier.
‘Depend on us. More California college
studentsdo.
—
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